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The Duchess’s Domain
by Allison Fisher

Snooker vs. Pool

H

shaved twice, making it faster and
i everyone! I would like to talk about my experiences
removing the nap.This type of cloth
when I switched from playing snooker to pool and
removes the need to compensate for
the differences I encountered.After a lifetime of playthe nap when aiming.
ing snooker, in 1995 I made the switch to playing pool, 9-ball
My snooker cue is 54 inches in length, weighs 19 ounces,
in particular. There are some significant differences that I
and had a 10-millimeter tip when new. Over the years I wore
observed as I made the transition, and I’ll point out several.A
it down to 9 millimeters. My Cuetec pool cue, by contrast,
snooker player approaches the table differently and uses
weighs 18 ounces, and is 56 inches in length. I initially used a
some different mechanical movements than a pool player.
113/4-millimeter tip but found I didn’t like it, as I wasn’t conSnooker began in India, which was at the time a British
trolling spin very well.To
colony, by officers staimprove this, I switched
tioned there. The game
to a 13-millimeter tip.
utilizes 15 red balls and 6
Snooker players in generballs of other colors. The
al hold the cue near to
object in snooker is to
the butt, which is why
score the most points.
cues tend to be a perThe red balls are worth
son’s shoulder height on
one point each, and the
average.The cues are genother colored balls are
erally made from ash and
worth from two to seven
ebony, maple and ebony,
points apiece. The reds
or rosewood, and have a
stay down as they are
brass ferrule. Pool players
pocketed, and the colvery seldom hold a cue at
ored balls are re-spotted
the end or near the butt.
when they are pocketed.
They tend to hold the
The game is played on a
cue somewhere on the
12’ x 6’ table with narrow
Steve Davis, many-time world snooker champion, keeps everything
wrap.
pockets and uses smaller,
in line from his head through his elbow, wrist, right leg, and foot.
At the time I was
lighter balls than those
playing snooker, 90 perused in pool.
cent of the players stood squarely at the table and faced the
It took me a while to get used to the reaction of the
shot. Steve Davis, a top player who dominated throughout the
object and cue balls as they came off a rail.The rails are cut
1980s, influenced this. He had everything in line, from his
differently and, therefore, they respond differently. In
elbow through his head and down to his right leg. Joe Davis
snooker, more stun shots and draw shots are used, whereas
(not related), who dominated snooker several decades prior,
in pool, because they can spin the ball easier, a pool player
sighted under his left eye and consequently stood more like a
tend to use more rails and topspin.The age of the cloth you
pool player stands. He had a straight left arm and positioned
are playing on will make a difference. If you are playing on a
his feet differently than snooker players of today. His left foot
new cloth, the ball tends to slide (skid) more, and spin reacts
would point parallel to the line of the shot and his right
differently and is harder to control.
turned out about 60 degrees, opening his stance up.
The cloth on a snooker table is directional and has a nap.
Probably around 90 percent of all snooker players,
This type of cloth has a long “playing life,” which is important
including myself, have a slight hesitation at the back of their
to the room owners.This makes the game a little more diffistroke that enables me to get my eyes focused on the object
cult to play, as you have to allow for a roll when shooting slow
ball prior to my final delivery. Ninety percent of all pool playshots against the nap. For example, when shooting in to the
ers have their hesitation at the front of the stroke. Either is
side pocket going against the nap, you will have to aim about
an inch or two from the pocket, and the ball will curve in.The
Continued on page 92
cloth that the professionals play on in televised events is
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fine as long as there is a good rhythm and understanding of
what you are doing.
One of the hardest differences to overcome between the
two games is that while at snooker you get rewarded for scoring points, in 9-ball only the 9 ball counts. Mentally, the games
are very different. In snooker it is easy to be defensive, whereas in 9-ball you need to be able to play offense, as safety play
can be very difficult, especially with the jump shot being
legal.
If you have any questions you would like answered, you
may send them to:Allison@InsidePool.com. ◆

fessional trainer. You can read about Suzanne’s remarkable
story on my web site www.themonk.com.
Enjoy the shot-making experience in your journey. Look
for the tough shot.Welcome the tough shot. Do not be afraid
of it. From now on I want you to believe that two things will
happen when you line up for a tough money ball, and two
things only. One, you will make the shot. Two, you will miss
the shot. You are not sure which one it will be. You are certain, however, of one thing that you can do. That is, you can
look good shooting the tough shot. Sharpen your skills. Enjoy
your time in the shot-making stage.
I cannot walk in your place. I cannot do the work for you.
I cannot help you avoid the training and development you
must experience. I can, however, point the way for you. May
all the rolls go your way. ◆

As was discussed in last month’s column on banking, the
speed with which a ball strikes the rail can affect the angle
of rebound of the ball. The harder you hit into a rail, the
shorter the bank will rebound. It is best to choose one medium stroke speed to use for the greatest majority of your kick
shots. You can therefore remove another variable from the
kick shot equation. By using a consistent medium speed
stroke that strikes the cue ball one tip above centerline on
every attempt, you should be able to achieve very consistent
results.
The mathematics of the diamond system on one-rail
banks is only a guide.As the cloth wears the angles get shorter and shorter and become more accurate. On older cloth,
especially with high humidity, the angles may actually
become too short. On the Diamond #4 to Diamond #2 kick,
the difference from a new cloth to an old cloth on a humid
day may require adjusting your aiming point from as much
as two inches left, above the diamond, to three inches right
of the diamond, a total span of 5 inches.
In preparing for a match, set up the aforementioned
shot and using the consistent speed and over-spin described,
try aiming for the point in front of Diamond #2 and see what
your results are. On subsequent attempts, adjust your aiming
point to the right or left, depending on which side of the cor-

Considered by many to be the leading lady in womenís
pool today, Allison Fisher started her illustrious pool career
by winning the World Snooker Championship at the age of
17. She continued playing snooker and living in England
for the next ten years, accumulating a stunning array of
titles. In 1995, Allison relocated to the U.S., where her domination continues on the womenís pro tour. She currently
resides in Charlotte, NC, and has recently become a BCAcertified instructor. Her countless collection of awards,
titles, and championships have made Allison one of the
most popular and well-respected players in the game today.

Tim Miller, known all over the world as “The Monk,” has
authored several books and is considered one of the industry’s elite instructors. Tim’s instructional columns have
been featured on many of the pool world’s top websites. He
is currently traveling through the U.S. with his revolutionary “Monk 101” tour, which consists of a series of workshops designed to help players of all levels improve their
game.

ner pocket the cue ball hit on. After a couple of tries, you
should be able to find the spot on the opposite rail that
rebounds the cue ball directly to the corner pocket. By comparing the aiming point that the book gives you with the one
that actually works, you find how much and in which direction you must compensate to hit the object ball.
So take the guesswork out of your one-rail kicks and simplify the shot by consistently hitting the cue ball the same
way. A couple of quick practice kicks and you can gain the
information necessary to make quick calculations to determine your aiming point on that table.As with any other pool
skill, practice will improve your kicking skills, so devote at
least some of your practice time to making basic kicks. ◆
For the past 25 years, Jerry Briesath has been recognized
as one of America’s premier pool instructors. His Pool
School in Madison, WI, is America’s longest-running billiard instructional facility. He is the Dean of the BCA
Master Instructors and was chosen to do the “How to Play
Pool Right” video for the Bowling & Billiards Institute of
America. Jerry was the recipient of the BCA President’s
Award, which is given annually to a person who has made
significant contributions to the billiards indsustry.

How many years have you
been playing pool?
In two days you can play 50%
better.
By now you probably know the occasional joy of playing pool
somewhere near your potential. Ever said to yourself,“What I
wouldn’t give to play like this all the time” ? Now you can.
Come to the New Pool School and work with one of the great
teachers in the world. Stay for two to five days, whatever suits
your schedule. Session enrollment will be limited to 4, so instruction can be best tailored to your individual needs. Previous students have claimed immediate improvements averaging 50%,
often much higher.
Call or write for details.And find out, once and for all,
how well you can really play.
The Pool School
N. 2774 Summerville Park Rd., Lodi, WI 53555
608-592-4255
thepoolschool.com or poollessons.com
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